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I. The meeting was called to order at 7:38 p.m. 

Name Role Present 

Charlie York Member  

Bill McKinney Member  

Christine Hamilton  Member  

Cindy Raspiller Advisor – Library Trustee  

John Quinlan Advisor – Selectmen  

Anne Dodd Advisor – Daland Trustee  

Bonnie Angulas Advisor – Library Director  

Jill Weber Advisor – Daland Trustee  

Guests 

Scott Foster - Daland Trustee 

Jane King - Library Trustee 

Spencer Lovette - MVLCF BOD 

JoAnn Kitchel - Library Staff 

II. Public Comment 

● No public comment.  
I. Review Minutes – 12/27/2022 – LBC 

● Hamilton moved and McKinney seconded.  Minutes were 
approved unanimously. 

II. RFP Review 

• Hamilton and Dodd reviewed the bids received and the 
comparisons performed: 

• The 4 companies who provided bids were, in alphabetical 
order: Fulcrum, Harvey, Hutter, and Turnstone. 
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• Hamilton shared a very helpful spreadsheet she created 
comparing the information provided in each bid. 

• The bids were all clustered in the $5.4 - 5.9 million range with 
several notable gaps in the apples-to-apples comparison 
which must be resolved.  There is a line for the adjusted 
price that will be completed after more discussion with the 
bidders. 

• The projected schedule duration ranged from 9 - 12 months. 

• The group discussed the difference between GL insurance 
and Builder’s Risk insurance.  McKinney and Dodd agreed 
that Builder’s Risk is always paid for by the contractor.  We 
may want to require the contractor to carry it, but it should 
be at their cost. 

• The Selectmen received two road bids: Fulcrum and Hutter. These 
were not thoroughly reviewed and are much higher than last year's 
bids.  Since the road is needed for the library to be built this is a 
concern. 

• Lovette asked about how the road affects the library.  To build the 
library, the road must be completed to a level appropriate to 
support construction vehicles and fire trucks.  The road RFP includes 
the utilities as far as the library transformer.  The utilities would 
ultimately continue beyond the library to the cemetery. 

• Dodd requested that DSK participate in interview meetings with 
LBC.  Raspiller has requested an estimate from DSK to support this 
effort.  The 2022 Warrant Article funding has been exhausted by the 
extensive sprinkler requirement discussions with MVFD, but the 
Trustees do have access to both budget and Trust fund $ that may 
be adequate. 

• The group discussed the significant success of the cost saving efforts 
undertaken over the last several months and additional cost saving 
options that are highlighted in the proposals.  These will be reviewed 
with the selected contractor to minimize the final project cost.  The 
bids themselves include several items that were bid as options, one 
bidder noted that the pavers specified come at a premium. 

• In response to questions from Hamilton and Lovette, McKinney and 
Raspiller described how the Warrant Article and bonding process 
work.  The Warrant Article must appropriate the entire project 
amount, but the bond amount will be reduced by the available 
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funds in the Library Capital Reserve, the Daland Commitment and 
MVLCF Capital Campaign $. 

• Quinlan discussed bond term options and suggested that a 30-year 
bond for a building intended to last 100 years might be reasonable 
and agreed that the term and the cost should be determined and 
shared prior to Town Meeting. 

• The group discussed the interview process and agreed to wait until 
the apples-to-apples comparison is complete before making a final 
decision on whether to interview all four or narrow the options to a 
smaller number of potential vendors. 

• Raspiller thanked Dodd and Hamilton for their careful and detailed 
reviews of the four bids. 

III. MVFD Code Interpretation Follow-up 

• York shared a back-of-the-envelope, but well thought out, quote 
from Village Sprinkler in Milford for FP sprinklers at $100,000 using the 
DSK design document.  The company agreed that the system 
cannot be done using CPVC, but rather will require black iron.  They 
confirmed that a single phased pump located in an external buried 
tank can be used for this system.  They did have questions they’d 
like to explore with the MVFD before finalizing a quote. 

• McKinney shared a very well-written “Application for Waiver” 
document that he has created for submission to the State Fire 
Marshal.  When it is formally submitted, he will copy the Fire Chief, 
noting that we are proceeding on parallel paths (getting formal 
quotes and pursuing a waiver).  

• Dodd reported that Rick Crocker is pursuing quotes from 2 
contractors and would let us know the price when he knew it. The 
$40,000 quote from a contractor that he mentioned previously 
has not been shared. 

IV. Soft Costs Updates 

• Hamilton reviewed the compilation to date.  The information is 
shared in a Google Doc.  She will reshare the Google Doc to make 
sure that everyone has access.   

• The group discussed various soft cost elements to better understand 
what they reflect.  The discussion included contingencies on both 
the contractor and owner side and the responsibilities of the 
owner’s representative.  Dodd and McKinney suggested several 
local possibilities.   
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• Raspiller updated the group on the several items she reviewed with 
DSK.  They have prepared a “Schedule of Special Inspections” and 
confirmed that the design engineering cost currently included in 
the soft costs includes a significant amount of work that has already 
been completed.  Hamilton summarized how the Furniture 
Allowance works.  The shelving cost is included in all four proposals 
and doesn’t need to be carried in soft costs.  The well is also 
included in the proposals.  All interior signage is included in the 
proposals.  One bid also included the exterior signage. 

• Angulas met with Dick Lambert (who services MV and other 
libraries) to discuss the project and the spec for AV throughout the 
building.  Although he agreed with the basic approach and has a 
clear expectation of what should be in the building but developing 
pricing is a little outside his comfort zone.  Angulas also reviewed 
Trust Fund $ other than the Library Capital Reserve that could be 
used to support specific facets of the project like the AV plan. 

• Quinlan asked about security cameras.  Dodd reminded the group 
that early library design parameters included a line-of-sight 
requirement.  The group agreed that some camera coverage 
makes sense and can help provide this visibility of more remote 
areas and could allow visibility into the Programming Room.  The 
group agreed that reviewing the plans with the MVPD in the near 
term to gather any comments/concerns/requirements they may 
have. 

V. Future Meeting Schedule 

● Previously scheduled Wednesday meetings conflict with McKinney’s 
Budget Committee meetings.  The group agreed to move the 
meetings to Thursday nights except the 3rd Thursday of the month.  
Next week’s meeting will be held as previously scheduled on 
Wednesday January 18th and McKinney will join when he can.  The 
meeting the 3rd week of February will be reconsidered closer to the 
date. 

● Wednesday 1/18 @ 7:30 at the library 

● Thursday 1/26 @ 7:30 at the library 

● Thursday 2/2 @ 7:30 at the library 

● Thursday 2/9 @ 7:30 at the library 

VI. Action Items 

● Hamilton/Dodd – Work with the four bidders via email in the 
attempt to make the bids equivalent in scope before we choose. 
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● Hamilton – Review paver selection with DSK to determine whether 
the potential cost saving is feasible. 

● McKinney – File the Variance Request with the NH Fire Marshall and 
notify the committee.  

● York – Notify the sprinkler vendor after the variance is filed to so that 
he can discuss the questions he had about local requirements with 
the MVFD Fire Chief. 

● Angulas – Request AV contractor information from recent library 
projects including Peterborough. 

● Hamilton – Update the Soft Costs Google Doc based on the 
information received from DSK and discussed in the meeting. 

● Quinlan – Verify which vendors received the road RFP to assure that 
the RFP also went to those who have bid the work in the past in 
addition to the library project vendors. 

● Hamilton – Clarify with contractors the ROM impact of the Davis 
Bacon Act on the project labor costs to assure that the accepting 
the NEH Grant makes sense. 

● Hamilton – Clarify with DSK what security equipment is in included in 
the specifications. 

III. Agenda items for next meeting 

● Further discussion on the interaction between the Road and Library 
Projects and how to properly structure the Warrant Articles. 

● Begin discussion of education and outreach prior to Town Meeting. 

● Finalize decisions on contractor interviews. 

● Discuss MVPD outreach. 

IV. Meeting adjourned at 9:39 p.m. 


